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Architecture is owned. It is financed and governed. The protocols for producing architecture including zoning ordinances, deed covenants, and mortgage financing actively but invisibly dictate the architectural object. This spatial DNA of the city, while seemingly fixed, is incredibly precarious. This paper and design project proposes an alternative approach to land ownership through the manipulation of property ownership, policy loopholes, tax dodges, political coups, and collective development strategies, mobilizing the agency of architectural research as the basis for housing advocacy.

Los Angeles, a region with one of the highest-value real estate markets in the country, will serve as a case study and be the focus of this paper. Many Los Angeles municipalities and their neighborhoods have historically high ratios of rental property to owner-occupied houses. The financial protocols of the past century, specifically the 30-year mortgage, enabled Los Angeles's sprawl through widespread homeownership. This
financial instrument is responsible for many of the objects and materials of our built environment as mortgage underwriters adhered to Federal Housing Administration standards and specifications without considering lifecycle or environmental impact beyond the term of the loan. By proposing alternative methodologies for financing and owning architecture, this proposal re-imagines single neighborhoods, block by block, as repeatable micro-cities that redefine the role of citizenship, community, domesticity, and the economics of housing through material and performance in urban space. Through the implementation of a non-profit land trust hybridized with a low-profit limited liability company (L3c), longtime owners wishing to liquidate properties are financially incentivized to sell their buildings to the L3c and donate their land to the trust as a tax write off against massive capital gains. Decoupling ownership of buildings from land creates permanent affordability by removing real estate from the speculative market. The previous ideology of homeownership—a burden only justified by rising real estate prices—is replaced with a sustainable approach to building wealth through a community-led, design-driven lifestyle where best-use rather than highest-use governs development.
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